
Get Golf Ready at Highland Park
Part of the Golf Learning Center at Highland Park

WEEK 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE GAME & PUTTING
Start off with a stress-free, non-intimidating orientation to the game of golf! Walk through the clubhouse, 

Pro Shop, and the practice areas and find out what great opportunities await every visit to the golf 

course. Learn how to instantly improve your game by gaining important fundamentals of putting through 

fun games!

WEEK 2: CHIPPING & GREENSIDE SHOTS
Learn the importance of being able to get the ball close from just off the green. You will be taught the 

proper fundamentals and techniques to get that ball where you want to every time through fun and 

challenging games that make practice a blast!

WEEK 3: PITCHING
As we move farther away from the flag, we discover more obstacles to overcome; learn how to navigate 

over and around these with ease through proper techniques, fundamentals, and drills designed to make 

pitching fun and comfortable!

WEEK 4: FULL SWING: IRONS
Fore!! This session dives into the full swing with different irons in your bag and how to properly set up, 

swing, and hit each one! Feel comfortable standing over a shot from a long distance away and gain 

confidence with proper set-up and fundamentals! Learn how to hit that straight, high shot and become 

the envy of your group!!

WEEK 5: FULL SWING: DRIVER
Learn the mysteries to hitting a long “booming” drive! Discover the proper and unique set-up for the 

driver and start hitting it far! This fifth and final session will conclude with putting all of your training to 

the test with a 1 or 2 hole group golf game! Learn how to have fun with “Tee it Forward”, find out the 

“It’s Okay” is the way to play, and discover fun ways to play with friends on the golf course!

EVERY CLINIC INCLUDES:
Fitness & Stretching Techniques, Drills & Tips for Practicing, Knowledge of Basic Etiquette, Fun Games 

to Gain Experience & More!
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